
TRAVEL EXPRESSIONS, INC.
CAROL FRANCHINI
fran1028@bellsouth.net
(772) 559-7447

JOIN TRAVEL EXPRESSION'S GROUP ON AN ALASKA ADVENTURE!
Filled with icy fjords that tower over the Pacific Ocean while snowy peaks stretch towards the horizon, Alaska feels boundless. Yet incredibly
intimate as you watch eagles nesting along coastal forests. Norwegian Cruise Line lets you explore all sides of Alaska the way locals see it, up
close and personal on an Alaskan cruise. Or head deeper into the frozen wilderness on an�Alaska Cruisetour. Experience the thrill of a 30 ton
whale gliding under your catamaran. Kids' faces will light up like the midnight sun as they enjoy special�kids activities�and entertainment on
board. Explore more of the Last Frontier on an Alaska cruise with Norwegian.

Space is limited. Reserve today with a $250 deposit per person. Final payment due 03/09/24. Ask Carol about Package A or B group amenity
option. Additional service charges apply for beverage package & dining package. Optional Travel Insurance is additional. NCL offers Buy One,
Get One FREE Airfare. Pricing varies depending on gateway.

NORWEGIAN ENCORE
JUL 7, 2024 to JUL 14, 2024 to

^Buy an air ticket and the 2nd guest flies for free. Fares shown are in US dollars and are per person, based on double occupancy or as per the number of guests selected. Government taxes, fees, port
expenses, and fuel supplement (where applicable)�are additional. NCL reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement without prior notice should the closing price of West Texas Intermediate Fuel increase
above $65 USD per barrel on the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index). In the event a fuel supplement is charged, NCL will have sole discretion to apply the supplementary charge to both existing
and new bookings, regardless of whether such bookings have been paid in full. Such supplementary charges are not included in the cruise fare. The fuel supplement charge will not exceed $10.00 USD per
passenger per day. Prices are based on availability and subject to change. ©2023�NCL Corporation LTD. Ships' Registry: Bahamas and United States of America.
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7-DAY ALASKA ROUND-TRIP SEATTLE:
GLACIER BAY, SKAGWAY & JUNEAU

$2,458.38PP
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